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Johanne Sloan

Peter Doig has at various times painted desolate scenery based on horror-movie stills (Echo
Lake, r998), iconic modern buildings based on personal snapshots (Cabin Essence, 1993-94),
and a ski resort based on a murky newspaper clipping (Ski Jacket, 1994). Over the years, a
repertoire of themes and subject matter has emerged out of a pre-existing visual culture. The
present exhibition even showcases the artist's collection of such ephemeral material, as it
relates to the paintings on display. But if the paintings are unabashedly already-mediated, they
nonetheless have a striking kind of immediacy which is largely due to the landscape settings.
If the landscape form initially provides a structuring device and a pictorial field, the natural
environments that Doig invents are never merely backdrops to more important human narratives. The landscape is always a space crisscrossed by histories, stories, dreams and nightmares,
whether or not these are obviously marked on the land . The paintings register human consciousness in a far-from-indifferent natural world, and it is usually the natural stuff in the
paintings that is most animated. In Doig's paintings, nature seems to have an otherworldly
kind of agency.
CANADIANA

Figure in Mountain Landscape (I997-98) is based on a period photograph of Franklin
Carmichael, one of the lesser-known members of the Group of Seven, but what the painting
delivers is a strange hooded personage seen from behind, perched high above an expanse of
mountainous scenery. Apparently intent on painting the view, this artist seems to float, maguslike, within the natural environment. This work might otherwise serve to illustrate the outdoor
painting practice developed by the Group members when they still held down day-jobs as
commercial artists. As often as possible Carmichael, Thomson and their cronies would remove
themselves from the urban environment, away from the everyday world of economic dependencies and social interaction. In contrast, nature seemed to offer these artists a realm of openness, imaginative play, and freedom.
Figure in Mountain Landscape might have been a generic case-study of a modern artist intent
on an unmediated encounter with nature. Doig has transformed the hooded artist-figure into
a kind of medium, though, so that we seem to be witnessing a trance-like channelling of the
environment. Landscape painters are indeed expected to act in a comparable way: the artist
proceeds to "take in" the scene, which is then filtered through his or her consciousness, eventually to surge forth as some kind of materialized art form. But what Doig shows us is a druggy blurring of boundaries. The artist has begun absorbing the surrounding environment into
his psyche, imagination, and body, but the aesthetic process has been interrupted. All this
multi-sensorial information has not been successfully transmuted into a small, rectangular,
two-dimensional landscape picture. The snowy hillside facing the figure consists of delicatelytinted interlocking shapes, the inner painting has no more than a few streaks of colour, while
it is the silhouette of the artist which contains a dramatic eruption of hot colours and jagged
shapes. The coherence of figure and ground are illusory: is the figure's vital substance leaking
out, or is something toxic infiltrating the body? Re-working this archival photograph, and
accentuating the artist 's peculiar hooded costume, Doig suggests a cult-like dimension to
Canadian landscape aesthetics. The experience of landscape is something that occurs both inside
and outside the body. It is something that gets under the skin, that gets embedded in the psyche.
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"I WOULD HAVE LIKED THEIR PICTURES ANYWHERE: IN NEW YORK, PARIS OR LONDON."

When the celebrated critic Clement Greenberg visited Canada in the early 1960s, he not only championed the abstract painters of the prairies, he suggested that their "big attack" stuff was as good as
what was on show back in New York City. This was music to the ears of a generation determined
to be modern and non-provincial. Abstract art would be the lingua franca of the future, it seemed,
defying borders, nationalities, and even ideologies. And yet, when Greenberg wrote up his magisterial survey of the region's artists for the Spring 1963 issue of Canadian Art magazine, he included
landscape painting, treating sympathetically this last vestige of figuration.' This surely wasn't
because he recognized the iconic status of landscape art within the culture of Canada. Rather, landscape allowed some aspects of the modernist agenda to be clearly identified: the vexing figure/ground
problem, the dire consequences of spatial illusionism, the welcome disintegration of genre.
Greenberg had often argued that these concerns should be overcome by the modern artist, so that
painting might continue to evolve in the direction of purity and medium-specific "pictorial feeling."
Today, Greenberg's proclamations about the inevitable triumph of abstraction sound like the deathrattle of modernism. What is perhaps more disturbing, however, is the notion that art in Canada
could be seamlessly matched up with what Greenberg called the "Tenth Street touch." Canadian
abstract art of the 1960s was right on time, according to New York's modernist clock. "I would
have liked their pictures anywhere: in New York, Paris, or London," he insisted rather dubiously
about a cluster of Winnipeg artists he'd only just cncountered. 2 This kind of temporal logic has been
disputed by scholars in recent years, because the Modern Art movements of Canada, of India, or of
deriving from the
Brazil, for instance, cannot be explained according to a singular narrative-all
same slow provincial or colonial roots, and all headed at top speed for the same cosmopolitan place.
Peter Doig's work doesn't shy away from this discomforting but all-pervasive modern-art narrative, whereby some art-things seem to forge ahead, while others lag behind, but in the paintings this information tends to get interestingly scrambled. Abstractions of various provenances
converge and overlap. And if landscape was repressed in certain historic contexts, then perhaps contemporary painting can stage a return of the repressed. In English Canada, it is usually taken for granted that the distinctiveness of modernism in this country is bound up with
the story of landscape, but we don't necessarily admit to the idiosyncrasy of this landscape aesthetic. It is interesting, then, that Clement Greenberg himself quite perceptively alluded to the
"hallucinatory note" of Canadian landscape painting. i This was only a remark made in passing, for how could he be fully attuned to the gloomily resonant, hyperbolically expressive, spiritually redolent landscape that the Group of Seven had bestowed upon the Canadian nation?
MEANWHILE,

BACK IN EUROPE

When Doig made his Concrete Cabin series based on a famous Le Corbusier building, he
inevitably took on the utopian baggage of the European avant-garde. Le Corbusier's architectural inventions, the first of which were synchronous with the Group of Seven's modern landscape project, were supposed to emancipate the everyday environment, in accordance with upto-date forms of technology and urban planning. Doig's subject matter over the years has
included a sequence of isolated houses, shacks and cabins, while even the eponymous Bird House
(1995) might be included in this thematic grouping. In Boiler House (1994), Pine House
(Rooms for Rent) ( 1994), and Camp Forestia ( 1 996), for example, lone architectural structures stand within natural settings, and appear to be abandoned. So the Concrete Cabin paintings are nominally related to all these other dwellings in that once again the focus is on a discrete building surrounded by vegetation. Except that here the "cabin" in question happens to
be one of Le Corbusier's Unite d'Habitation apartment buildings. The architect had conceived
of this kind of structure in the 1920s: the banal apartment building would henceforth be
replaced with a "vertical garden-city," and the urban environment of the future was envisioned as a network of such buildings. Within these dwellings, the object-world would cease
to be oppressive, and the past would likewise cease to be a psychic burden. The housing unit
that appears in the paintings was actually built in the 1950s in Briey-en-Foret, France, and in
a way its isolation and quasi-abandonment
bespeak the outcome of this grand modern project.
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The point-of-view in Cabin Essence is oblique and very much from the outside. The building
is glimpsed only partially, through gaps in the trees, almost as if the viewer were an intruder,
hidden within the forested area which surrounds the building. This perspective seems to
emphasize what Anthony Vidler has described as the specifically modern uncanniness of
architecture: "a frame of reference that confronts the desire for a home ... with its apparent
opposite, intellectual and actual homelessness. " 4 And like most of Doig's other buildings, the
Le Corbusier structure shares that essential characteristic of haunted houses, whereby an
apparently empty structure nonetheless seems to contain an unsettling form of consciousness.
In many of these images, it is as if a gaze emanates from the house. Interestingly, Doig has
remarked that his first impression of the Unite Habitation was that it was like "a huge skull." <
It isn't necessary to see much of the starkly-lit structure, or the primary-colour squares of the
balconies, to recognize this as a fragment of 20th-century avant-gardism. In Cabin Essence,
the foreground foliage is so thick and viscous, though, that it seems as if the gleaming surfaces of the architecture are bound to disappear from view. Doig makes us witnesses, it seems,
as this heroic modern monument is overtaken by a more emotive, more vegetative (and more
Canadian?) painterly presence.
CHASING RAINBOWS

Painting the more ephemeral, unknown, and wild appearance of nature has at various times
seemed to hold the key to an unfettered modern sensibility. Outdoor painting or pleinairisme,
whether for 19th-century Europeans or for early 20th-century Canadians, was a practice
which allowed artists to stage encounters between an individual self and the strange otherness
of nature. The 19th-century French writer Castagnary would proclaim, "Naturalism ... is
exactly the opposite of a school...Ic says to the artist: Be free! Nature and life, which are the
eternal raw materials of all poetry, stretch out about you."" Nor should it matter, really,
whether the particular site or phenomenon is located in city, suburbia or countryside, because
the nature in question here is that which exists just beyond normative behaviour, language,
and visual codes.
It is known that Ski Jacket, like most of Doig's paintings, is based on a photograph, bur this
knowledge doesn't do much to explain the painting's alluring evocation of nature. In the display-case of source material there is a smudgy grey image cut out of a newspaper, and Ski
Jacket does indeed mimic its depiction of the side of a snowy mountain, running parallel to
the picture plane. But there the resemblance ends, because the painting offers up this expanse
of snow as a sublime confection of frosted pinks and shimmering golds. Having identified the
flimsy bit of newsprint that apparently inspired the painting, the artist's imaginative re-invention of natural effects only becomes chat much more mysterious.
Doig joins the company of ochers in the contemporary art world who manage to bring the
practice of painting up against cinema, video, photography, computer screens, and other
kinds of visual technologies. Gerhard Richter is one of the foremost figures in this respect, in
that he has investigated this threshold with great intensity over the course of his career. In
recent years, the British art scene to which Doig belongs has rekindled a lively debate about
painting: Chris Ofili, Fiona Rae, Gary Hume, and Glenn Brown are some of the artists exploring the limits of painterly figuration. The stakes are not the same for all these artists, of
course, some of whom are more closely associated with the in-your-face YBA (Young British
Artist) phenomenon than others. And yet there is a shared acknowledgement that painting
has value at the present time, as a way of negotiating a dense visual culture. The otherness of
painting can be understood in many ways-contra
the documentary quality of photography,
or the glamour of cinema, or the illuminated pixels of computerized imagery.
Doig's scenery comes to us burdened with prior uses and histories, and nowhere is this more
apparent than in his series of rainbow paintings, variously titled Highway and country rock
( r 998-99 ). Somewhere in the Toronto region, some years ago, crude stripes of colour were
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painted onto the opening of a pedestrian tunnel, and in the intervening years this roadside
rainbow has occasionally been restored and touched up. Doig has produced multiple, variously-hued versions of this urban artifact, although in all cases the bands of colour remain
opaque and solid-looking. In every version as well, the highway stretches out horizontally in
the foreground, and often a protruding bit of side-view mirror confirms that this is the view
from a moving vehicle. Rainbow-imagery gets used for innumerable causes and products: a
country-music radio station, a real-estate company, a unified queer subculture, or a "rainbow
coalition" of minorities. These days, the rainbow is a universal, banal, feel-good sign. But is
its meaning evacuated? The serial quality of Doig's rainbow paintings, each one differing subtly from the next, suggests otherwise. No matter where this multi-coloured arc first appeared,
and no matter how many times it is copied and appropriated, the painted rainbow continues
to suggest natural wonder and transcendence, a utopian release from the here and now.
UNCANNY CANOES

Doig has been successfully presenting his exoticized northern scenery to British and European
publics for over ten years. This is his first major exhibition in Canada, and at one level it signals a homecoming. There are indeed images here whose style and iconographic motifs seem
to reinterpret the lonely terrain of the Canadian north, as claimed and aestheticized by the
Group of Seven. It is misleading, however, to think we can "return" Doig's work to a properly homegrown perspective. Doig's Canadian scenes are consistently mirage-like-seen
from a
distance, across a temporal divide, and through a dense ecosystem of images. Even when Doig
explicitly takes up the national artistic inheritance, it is de-familiarized. Canadiana is filtered
through European modernism and American popular culture, not to mention a fallible personal memory. However Group-ish their appearance, works such as Canoe-Lake (1997-98)
and Echo Lake, for instance, come to us via a cult horror movie, Friday the 13th. Set in a lakeside summer camp, the film gleefully records a rampage of killings, meant to avenge the
drowning death of the boy Jason 25 years earlier, which occurred when he was neglected by
lustful camp counsellors. The fragment of recycled scenery in Canoe-l"ake comes from a
deceptively calm moment towards the end of the film, shortly before the climactic spurt of violence. And while this was the end of the film, it was only the beginning of a long and lucrative
series of teen-slasher films that a generation would learn to simultaneously scream and laugh at.
The Canadian in-joke about this painting is of course that Tom Thomson drowned in Canoe
Lake, Ontario, in 1917. His overturned canoe, and other circumstances surrounding his death
could not be fully explained, so that the event and location have over time acquired the label
"mysterious." We might even say that the sire has become Canadian art's primal scene-of-thecrime. Other artworks have from time to time focused on this mystery. In 1976, Joyce Wieland
re-told the life and death of Thomson in her melodramatic feature film The Far Shore. In this
account, the climactic canoe/lake scene shows the artist murdered by a jealous husband, who
not coincidentally, is the very embodiment of ruthless capitalist intervention onto the land.
The death of Thomson somehow points to the sense of perpetual loss associated with the
landscape project in Canada. Many of the Group of Seven had witnessed the carnage of World
War I, and they turned to the natural environment of Canada for salvation, or at least spiritual cleansing. F. B. Housser wrote that Harris and the others were attempting to "express
what (they) felt about the country in a more creative and magnificent communion than a communion of war." -Na ture would be called upon, therefore, to accomplish much in the way of
cultural cohesion, and to compensate for some very modern despair.
In Doig's work, the Thomson mystery is overlaid with a cinematic mise-e11-scene, and overlaid
as well with the sociopathic drives of horror-movie villains. This layering even suggests that
Jason or Freddy might have killed Tom Thomson. In the horror genre as it developed from the
late 70s, the danger is situated in the midst of an ordinary community. And often, it is something
that happened many years prior-an
unresolved trauma or improper burial-that
re-surfaces
and wreaks havoc. Writing about how the dead refuse to stay dead in this film genre, Slavoj
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Zizek explains that "the return of the dead is a sign of a disturbance in the symbolic rite, in
the process of symbolization; the dead return as collectors of some unpaid symbolic debt."s
So maybe we should continue with this game of entwined narratives to finally ask: if the
undead Thomson were to suddenly spring out of the water, where would he direct his
vengeance, and who would be his vict ims?

Echo !cake is another painting apparently inspired by Friday the 13th, except that this largescale work synthesizes in a remarkable way some of these influences and disparate media. At
one level this work could be considered another interpretation of what "figure in a landscape"
might connote in a broad pop-cultural context. Differing from the film-version, this is a nighttime scene, with large expanses of greenish-black forest and purplish-black lake, top and bottom. A police-car is pulled up to the edge of this lake with its headlights on, and we see the
small standing figure of the policeman holding his arms up as he strains to see or call out
across the water. Like other paintings of Doig's, this one exaggerates the horizontal registers
that so often make up a landscape representation. The elemental qualities of water, turf, road,
sky and so on are translated into quasi-abstract bands. What is exceptional in this painting is
how the whole middle strata of the canvas, comprising the ground and its reflection in the
lake, is bizarrely illuminated by the car's headlights. This has becomes a truly hallucinogenic
space, filled with fantastic floating lights and modulating colours. And in a certain way, it's
also a remarkably sustained homage to abstract expressionism.
In Echo Lake, the practice of painting is structurally enhanced as well, through its encounter
with the cinematic. The point-of-view associated with horror films is crucial here. It is not only
that a camera moves through space, but that victims typically attempt to run away from the
camera, and that the camera/killer always succeeds in chasing them down. The horror movie
therefore exaggerates the notion of a mobile gaze, which is at no times ever a neutral or objective gaze. The policeman in Echo Lake who looks out across the lake is at the same time looking out towards us, the spectators. And if we conceive of this picture as a hybrid horror-painting,
it is possible that we gaze back at the diminutive figure in the landscape from the position of
a victim, or of a criminal. And yet, as the spirits of Edvard Munch, Jackson Pollock, and Tom
Thomson are also in a sense present on the shore of Echo Lake, each painterly flourish tells a
different story. This is a landscape fiction with many possible plot twists.
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